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CLAIM 1: THE MIDDLE DANISH UNSTRESSED-VOWEL NEUTRALISING SOUND LAW (´-V > ´-ə) AND THE
CHANGES IN AND GRADUAL LOSS OF THE DANISH CASE SYSTEM WERE UNRELATED EVENTS

The earliest Middle Danish texts of the Scanian dialect, e.g. Skånske Lov, are characterised by a relatively
stable use of case marking for indexing government (externally) and NP-internal agreement (internally)
as well as a relatively unreduced system of unstressed vowels. Thus, examples of historically expected
case use abound (1), even though examples of partial and full accusative participations (2) as well as
partial and full total neutralisations to a new, non-genitive unity stem (NGUS) formally identical to the
historical accusative start to appear, too. Later texts of the 15th century, e.g. Sjælens Trøst and Søndagsevangelier, display a general increase in the percentage of partial (3) and full (4) participations and
neutralisations, cf. also e.g. Bjerrum (1966: 8-11, 38-40) and Jensen (2011: 67-70).
(1)

at andr-u
thing-i
at second-N.DAT.SG. moot.N-DAT.SG
‘at the next moot’

(2)

at
andr-u
at
second-N.DAT.SG.
‘at the next moot’

thing-Ø
moot.N-ACC.SG

(3)

vpa en-um
aghir-Ø
on a-M.DAT.SG. field.M-NGUS.SG
‘[we were] in a field’

(4)

met mi-t
sværdh-Ø
with my-N.NGUS.SG sword.N-NGUS.SG
‘[I carried three baskets] on my head’

For three reasons – and contrary to what has been traditionally assumed (e.g. Skautrup 1944: 266) – these
case neutralisations cannot be caused solely by regular, Neogrammarian sound laws (above all reduction
of unstressed-vowel qualities) and analogical reshapings on the expression level of the grammatical signs.
1) A text such as Sjælens Trøst does not display any major neutralisations of unstressed vowels.
2) This unstressed-vowel-neutralising (or any other well-defined) sound law hardly brings any
explanatory potential to the loss of, say, the original -Vr of the nom.sg., cf. also Jensen (2011).
3) Even later texts such as Søndagsevangelier, to the language of which this sound law has partially
applied, display a case system similar to that of the non-unstressed-vowel-neutralised Sjælens Trøst
with both historically expected case marking and partial and full neutralisations.
CLAIM 2: THE CHANGES IN AND SUBSEQUENT LOSS OF THE DANISH CASE SYSTEM WAS MOTIVATED BY
SYNTACTICALLY CAUSED REDUNDANCY IN THE NP-INTERNAL INDEXES OF THE GRAMMATICAL SIGNS

What rather happened was that the relatively predictable order of elements within the Middle Danish NP
(cf. Diderichsen 1941: 93-107) simply made case marking redundant. Based on the notion of NørgårdSørensen & al. (2011: 43-45, 71-72) that morphology and syntax should both be regarded as paradigmatically organised and thus grammatical, I will therefore argue that the Middle Danish case system underwent a grammatical change where the original, morphologically and syntactically based case paradigm
was regrammated into a purely syntactic one. More precisely, the indexical sign relation (cf. Andersen
1980: 4-5, 27-30, 2010: 119-121 with reference to Peircean semiotics) was changed so that the expression
of morphological case no longer indicated the mutual NP-internal connection between the NP head and
modifier (agreement); rather, this relation was now (as also before) indicated by the fixed order of head
and modifier – as well as by gender and number agreement. This change inevitably led to the subsequent
loss of the NP-external indexes of government (i.e., case) on the content level of the grammatical sign.
In my presentation, I will take the case-paradigm situation of Sjælens Trøst as my main point of departure,
basing my claims on the registration of different case-marking systems in this text as well as on the
relative prevalence of these systems. My presentation will therefore, secondarily and indirectly, also
include a description and quantitative analysis of the case-marking systems in Sjælens Trøst.
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